


















Creekwood Ranch Homeowners Association
Landscape Guidelines Amendment

On , 2021, at a noticed and duly called meeting at which a quorum of the 
Board was present, a motion and vote was passed to amend the Design Guidelines as
follows:

The current narrative under “Trees and Shrubs” is repealed and replaced with the 
following narrative:

Trees and Shrubs

On October 25, 2023, at a duly called meeting and quorum of the Board, a motion 
and vote was passed to amend the Design Guidelines by removing the following 
plants from the Association Plant List as follows:  
 
        BOTANICAL NAME               COMMON NAME 
         Phoenix Dactylifera                    Date Palm 
         Phoenix Palmae                         Date Palm



ARTIFICIAL  TO GUIDELINES 

Responsibility for keeping these requirements remains with the homeowner and shall transfer to any 
future and subsequent homeowner.  The selection and installation of synthetic turf must comply with 
the guidelines described below and attached to an Architectural Review form application.  
1. The proposed and installed Synthetic Turf must be of a deep color and will be

required to maintain the approved original color and appearance throughout its Warranty period
and installed lifetime.

2. Synthetic turf that has faded from its original color shall be removed and/or replaced.
3. Patches will not be allowed unless they are seamless and the exact 

originally installed product.
4. Once the turf landscaping plan is approved, no additional synthetic turf will be allowed on the

property without the additional approval from the Architectural Committee.
5. The turf area must be maintained like any other landscaped area and is to remain free of weeds and

debris. Turf must also be maintained in a flat surface to keep it from gathering or rolling and to
simulate a green lawn.

6. Replacement of the synthetic turf must be pre-approved by the Architectural Committee to ensure
the like color and quality of the replacement product.

7. Turf patches will not be allowed unless they are unnoticeable, seamless, and are of the exact same
. Note, artificial turf exposed to UV and hot

summer temperatures will cause it to fade and where future year turf patches may not match the
original color of the turf.

8. The synthetic turf shall be installed by a licensed contractor. The following criteria shall be
incorporated into the work.

a. The synthetic turf must be firmly secured down.
b. The synthetic turf shall have no visible or exposed edges and must be uniformly tacked down

to avoid lifting by high winds and human activity.
c. The entire outside perimeter of the synthetic turf shall be bordered by a concrete sill,

concrete sidewalk, or masonry brick edging.
d. Weed fabric shall be installed under the synthetic turf.
e. Turf shall be installed to a flat surface.

9. An Architectural Review submittal must minimally include the following information and product
sample/s:

a. Turf manufacture name and product information.
b. Specifications shall show a minimum 15-year warranty period for turf.
c. Turf shall have a minimum weight of 60-oz/sq.ft. and have a minimum turf height of 1.5-

inches and maximum height of 2-inches.
d. The approved texture and height of the turf must remain consistent and unchanged for the

entire period of its original installation.
e. A minimum turf sample size of 12  x 12 .

10. Homeowner will be allowed a reasonable time frame, not to exceed sixty (60) days, to resolve
warranty disputes with the manufacturer and restore synthetic turf back to the originally installed
condition

If it is determined that the turf no longer meets these guidelines or the appearance or approved color of 
the turf has faded, the homeowner will be notified of the deficiency and will have an opportunity to 
correct the issue and restore it to its original approved condition.  Any modifications or changes to the 
turf landscaping, from the original approval, requires Architectural Committee review and approval.  


